Industrial Cleaning Detergents pumped and Metered delivered to you & FREE DELIVERY!

By combining your delivery with other customers on preplanned routes, we have cut our freight costs to the bone and pass the savings to you!

NO MORE DRUMS!

Tap into the ETS pipeline! It's so simple and easy to use. We install a trouble-free polyethylene calibrated detergent dispenser tank, mounted on a heavy duty stand. We service and refill it. Solutions are automatically mixed as you turn on the tap.

HERE IS WHAT YOU GET WITH ETS CO. DETERGENT DELIVERY SYSTEM:

- **SAVINGS**
  - Save time, money, labor, injuries, and detergents!

- **SAFETY**
  - Avoid those costly drum accidents and chemical burns with our Automatic Metering System. No hand mixing required.

- **MANAGEMENT CONTROL**
  - Get in control of your cleaning operation. You control the inventory with our see-through polyethylene tanks that are available in various sizes to support your cleaning demand.

- **REGULAR DELIVERIES**
  - Say “Goodbye” to multiple order forms and annoying shipping delays. Here is a totally new idea for cleaning detergent users. Our trucks make regularly scheduled deliveries. We refill the container at your point of use.

- **ALTERNATIVE TO DRUMS**
  - Get rid of those bulky, awkward to handle drums. Stop worrying about overstocking, unknown-unlabeled products, and paying for empty drum disposal. End drum tipping and leaky pumps that splash valuable detergents down the drain.

- **ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE**
  - We manufacture all our own special ETS compounds to adhere to strict environmental regulations. All of our Detergent Delivery system cleaning compounds are biodegradable.

CHOOSE FROM FIVE BIODEGRADABLE LIQUID DETERGENTS AT THE LOWEST COST PER GALLON!

- **PHOTO FINISH™**
  - BRUSHLESS VEHICLE DETERGENT

- **SILVER MEDAL™**
  - NON-ACID ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER High Alkaline Detergent

- **TACKLE™**
  - MULTI-USE DETERGENT MODERATELY ALKALINE

- **INTERCEPT™**
  - SPECIAL DETERGENT for OILS & FLOOR CLEANING

- **POWER PLAY™**
  - HEAVY DUTY TRADITIONAL STEAM CLEANING DEGREASER

Our exclusive Blue Dot metered delivery and printed receipt guarantee accuracy.

Industries Served:

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SAVINGS! CALL TODAY: 610-583-7657

EQUIPMENT TRADE SERVICE CO. INC. 20 E. Winona Ave. Norwood, PA 19074
Ph: 610-583-7657 Fax: 610-583-5479 On the Web: www.etscompany.com
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